LOOKING BACK A WEEK IN FOOTBALL

Football Fans Have Rude Shock From Outcome of Carolina-Furman Game Last Saturday.

BY JAY EM BEE.

Football fans of South Carolina, no matter how their affection ever inclined but a result of the outcome of the South Carolina-Furman Game last Saturday whomed and evening (and the few who watched until it was over) will not be surprised when the news from Columbia were stoned as a result of the scores down on University of South Carolina. Furman� and Furman has been the principal in the four round bow. For the first time, they have been slowly recovering but may never forget the shock.

Around the league next winter this Carolina-Furman game is likely to come up with a topic for discussion. It was a shock to Gamecock fans, that 10 is in victory of Furman for it spok to the Black and Gold for an undisputed championship. It was a shock for Furman supporters, for the most sangam adherents of the Purple Hurricanes did not know what little did they really expect that their favorites would emerge the victors!

The game is over. To allow the seed to be fed. Furman fans were ready to admit that Dave Lusk, as agile in as numbers of the feminine sex, played on the Hurricane team. Opportunity knocked on Furman's door. Furman opened the door and let him in. Overconfidence carried Carolina to beach and unexpectedly the Gamecocks let him set there. This is not to "bark" this weekly "goody" is supposed to deal with the state of affairs in football but rather an "opinion." However, this writer is a Carolina man and who he be neutral in his public statements, such as he is. It is his personal feeling. These feelings have always been always and will always be a personal feeling. However, "loves me" or "loves me not" there seems to be no doubt that Carolina was a bit overconfident at the start of the game and this with more dangerous at this time of year. If anyone have a football game in many mom played prevents doubts. Luck, Opportunity, Adversity, fish, etc. are various other analogous characters always among two teams and they helped their parts. NOW WHO'S WHO? Furman fans who have reason which would have resulted from a Grant and Black victory the week as the situation for the team. Furman has come and gone. Furman fans have never been the kind of people who think that the outcome of every game is of the most important significance, but the engagements were with out of state. Presbyterians and Erskine, neither of which which had been able to tie Carolina at Clinton last Friday and the six big Furman men at Presbyterian, thus putting the Blue Stockings into the win column.

Nowhere appears the iron man trait.

They traveled far away into Florida and won games in three days defeating Rollins on Tuesday, 9 to 0 but the hard trip, the rough job and the fact that the second was a bit too strong for the Curenton and its surroundings. Curenton and Snowmen through a 26 to 2 triumph. It was a fifty-five defeat and not so bad. The other team played out of state and scored Furman and they are capable of the South Carolina claims. All met superior forts but lost. Citadel scored seven points on 15 fans Washington and Lee and the Virginia Generals scored 32 points, a three and all calleurs at victory for W. L. Meyer triumphed over Wofford, 16 to 0. Wofford fought hard but Meyer won with the standard to which point.

Clemson took the small end of a 7 to 5 score. Clemson fans appear to have yet regained its pep and was still in a slump last Saturday.

THE Gridiron Inkpot

In 1920 when the dispute arose between Carolina and Furman and it was out of reach to play the game for the title, the championship was left to "teams up." In 1921 when Carolina, Cleowon and Furman had about equal claims it was called a "tie game" all and seemed destined to be let go at that. But now a handsome cup sits in Sylvan's window awaiting the time when it will be presented to some college. Who will get it? Fortunately the firms which, giving the cup represented promotions for a stimulus to the teams to be left to a committee of South Carolina colleges to pass on such cases and alms of other student bodies to the team to whom the cup will be awarded. This committee has a task, a big, tough, new, but their problem may be lessened or increased by the times they came.

CAROLINA'S record in the Southern Conference is still good, see the special for the results of the victory Saturday over Sewannee will give us a chance to wind up in number second. GAMECOCKS! Every Carolina man and woman behind you. We look forward to victories over Sewannee and Wake Forest and add these to those of luminous victims shown in every year. Some statistics of the Carolina Furman game will be found elsewhere and they will cause quite a bit of comment in view of the result of Saturday's game.

THINGS seemed destined from the start that Carolina was not to beat Furman and that Carolina would come to the three points to a football team.

DESPITE the hard back he had, Brice unveiled his best game and the career which included many was the outstanding one. With the Carolina behind him played all the harder. We take our hats off to you Tom. Now go get the others.

SEVERAL things contributed to Furman's victory. The pass from Curenton was none too good and the line the presence of the Purple Hurricanes made the noted Brickyard of Harvard couldn't go gossips of a put situation.

FRANKH Meyer has competition. Meyer came to the football game. But say, how about Meyer for Southern? Talk him up fans, be the service.

CHEERING at a losing game, Carolina really had it Saturday. That is the ideal of what won games footballs. We can look from here to the sample of the stuff this week and on Thanksgiving.

OLD SOL seems to have a bit of hard luck with his Furman games. Don't worry, Coach, we're going to the Brickyard yet! The Gamecock is again up and down and making plans for next year.

PREVIEW

While local and state interest as well centers in the Colonial Athletic Series Saturday between the University of South Carolina and the Gamecocks State (the South, Sewannee, the big game is to be played at Anderson this week-end between Clemson and the Citadel. The complete season's slate is now existing in the tidally fault.

The Carolina-Sewanee game will draw big crowds. The game is expected to draw big crowds coming here from every section of the state and from other Carolina fans are expected to make plans for next year.

NOW WHERE IS TOM? Perhaps furman will host to Erskine on Friday afternoon. "The dope favors the Gamecock," they say, but they only "the deposed Furman against the" against Carolina and against Furman in the Furmanure=" "Presbyterian College will entertain Furman, the only game in the series, at Columbia on Friday. Furman and Gaston ranges away to avoid conflict in dates of big game. Furman has run up its game with the University of Mississippi at Greenville from Sanderson. Furman will be played at Greenville. Clemson meets Sewanne coming game as an afternoon hour in order not to crowd the Columbia game and this favor is reciprocated.

Methods of South and North Carolina clubs at Durham, N. C., next Saturday when second game to meet Thursday.

THE South Carolina Furth in Conference Standing.

Loyal sons of Carolina will find us comfort in football this week looking to the next week's conference record. The Gamecocks had another victory to bank and it is in the line that Furman is not a conference and therefore did not spoil their record in the big Blue.

What brings joy to the hearts of South Carolina fans and supporters is the fact that the third. The complete record of the conference follows:
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SOME statistics show some progress.

BY LARRY O.

Bill: "May I kiss you goodnight?"

Mary: "No, Bill, it's my principle never to kiss anyone goodnight.

Bill: "Well we let's do the principle and show some sport!"

"The Blue Stocking"

She (coyly) "Is it dangerous to drive with one hand?"

He (rather than more one fellow) "I know has run into a church doing it."

"London Opinion"

"A WEEK in FOOTBALL"